Korean addressee honorification as cyclic agree at Force: Comparison with Magahi
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Overview The honorification system of some languages reflects not only the honorified status of
syntactic arguments (subjects, objects), but also nonargument discourse participants such as the
addressee. Korean (1a) and (1b) express the same propositional content, but (1a) is uttered to an
addressee of equal or lower status than the speaker while (1b), with the presence of the morpheme
(s)upni (glossed AH), is the appropriate utterance for addressees of higher status than the speaker.
(1) a. Minaka wusessta.
b. Minaka wusesssupnita.
MinaNOM laughPSTDECL
MinaNOM laughPSTAHDECL
‘Mina laughed.’ (Equal/low status addressee)
‘Mina laughed.’ (High status addressee)
Honorification of this sort is referred to as addressee honorification (henceforth AH). The goal
of this paper is twofold. First, it provides a detailed formal analysis of the syntax of Korean AH,
based on a recent analysis of allocutive agreement by McFadden and Sundaresan (2020). Sec
ond, it demonstrates an empirical consequence of the analysis: it can account for a crosslinguistic
difference between Korean and Magahi, another language with an honorification system.
Assumptions I assume (2a–d), of which (2a–c) are shared with McFadden and Sundaresan (2020).
(2) a. Within the articulated CP, Fin is the head of a phase that excludes Force and higher projec
tions. (Motivated from Lubukusu facts by Carstens 2016).
b. There are projections at the root that encode information related to discourse participants:
the Speaker Phrase (SpkP) and Addressee Phrase (AddrP). In AH sentences, Addr bears
the interpretable honorific feature [iHON]. AH is a form of allocutive agreement where an
uninterpretable [uHON] on the verb agrees with [iHON] on Addr. (Miyagawa 2021 a.o.).
c. The search space of a probe on head H expands cyclically: it starts out as the ccommand
domain of H, but upon failure to find a goal it expands to the ccommand domain of the
projection of H (Béjar and Rezac 2009, Clem 2021)
d. Late Insertion: syntactic processes operate on formal features, and are subject to vocabulary
insertion rules upon transfer. (Halle and Marantz 1994)
Analysis It is shown in (3) that the only possible linear position of (s)upni is that of (3a). All other
positions lead to clear ungrammaticality. I analyze the structure of (3a) as (5), where Force is spelled
out as supnita instead of the usual ta when it bears [uHON]. (4) shows the relevant Vocabulary
Insertion rules. The subset principle guarantees that (4a) and not (4b) will apply in (5).
(5)
(3) a. Minaka wusesssupnita. (=1b)
SpkP
MinaNOM laughPSTAHDECL
AddrP
Spk
‘Mina laughed’
b. * Minaka supniwusessta.
ForceP
Addr
[iHON]
c. * Minaka wussupniessta.
FinP
Force
d. * Minaka wusesstasupni.
supnita
TP
Fin
(4) a. [DECL], [uHON] → supnita
[DECL], [uHON]
Mina ka wusess
b. [DECL] → ta
Note that the goal ccommands the probe in (5). In order to satisfy Full Interpretation, [uHON]
must be able to find [iHON] and agree with it. This is where (2a) and (2c) come into play. Upon
merge with FinP, [uHON] on Force tries to search for an [iHON] in its ccommand domain. But it
immediately runs into a phase boundary, and the Phase Impenetrability Condition prohibits [uHON]
from probing further inside. When Force projects its maximal projection, the still unsatisfied probe

[uHON] projects as well due to (2c). The search space of [uHON] is now the ccommand domain of
ForceP, the maximal projection. Upon merge of Addr, [uHON] agrees with [iHON].
At this point, the reader might wonder if [uHON] is actually at Fin, not Force. But the strong mor
phological link between Force and AH, as well as the indifference of AH to change in tense/finiteness,
is evidence for placing Korean AH at Force. Pak (2008) describes how Korean AH changes form
depending on sentential force – (s)upni, for example, is replaced by the allomorph upsi in imper
ative clauses. Meanwhile, the presence or absence of AH is not affected by the finiteness of a
sentence. This contrasts with a language like Magahi, which truly locates its AH at Fin.
Crosslinguistic variation: Addressee and 2nd person subject Magahi is an IndoAryan lan
guage that shows an honorification system similar to that of Korean. Unlike Korean, where (s)upni
appears at Force, Alok (2021) analyzes Magahi AH to be realized at Fin. This is due to the fact
that Magahi AH appears in all and only finite clauses, as well as its linear position adjacent to the
subject honorification (SH) marker at T. Given this background, consider (6). When the subject is
second person, SH and AH cannot cooccur in Magahi. In constrast, the two cooccur in Korean.
(6) a. Magahi (Alok 2021:271)
b. Korean
Tu
dauRla(*o).
Tangsinkkeyse ttuysiesssupnita.
you.HON runPRF2.SHAH
you.HONNOM runSHPSTAHDECL
‘You (honorified) ran.’
‘You (honorified) ran.’
Alok accounts for the ban on cooccurrence by appealing to a version of Kinyalolo’s Constraint,
stated below. The verb in (6a) is agreeing with both the honorified subject and the honorified
addressee. But since the subject and addressee are coreferential, SH agreement on T is predictable
from AH agreement on Fin. Therefore, one of the two agreements should be silent.
(7) Kinyalolo’s Constraint (Kinyalolo 1991; cited from Alok and Baker 2018:21)
In a word (phonologically defined), AGR on one head is silent if and only if its features are
predictable from AGR on another head.
The grammaticality of Korean (6b) may seem problematic for this account. However, the difference
between Magahi and Korean naturally follows if we consider the different positions of AH in the
two languages, plus an intuitive modification of (7). Tyler and Kastner (2021) point out that since
(7) makes reference to both a phonologically defined word and AGR, the generalization should
apply at the syntaxprosody interface. I suggest (8) as a simple way of implementing their intuition:
Kinyalolo’s constraint applies as a filter at spellout to PF at the phase edge.
(8) A Phasebased implementation of Kinyalolo’s constraint
AGR on one head is silent if and only if its features are predictable from AGR on another head
in the same spellout domain.
Given (8), the crosslinguistic difference is now to be expected. Magahi has SH at T and AH at Fin.
It was assumed in (2a) that there is a phase boundary at FinP. Therefore, the two are located in the
same spellout domain and one of them should be silent under (8). On the other hand, Korean AH
is located at Force, which is in a different spellout domain from T. The sufficiently higher position
of AH in Korean guarantees their cooccurence.
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